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The book includes a resource directory, safety hints and methods to make your soaps more
earth-friendly. A particular section details the techniques of the world's most well-known
fragrance makers and traces perfume history. Each recipe also points out how readers can
improvise and generate their own unique soaps and scents. Following simple step-by-step
directions, readers can make all of the body products of their dreams, from Buttermilk Oatmeal
Soap and Tangerine Cocoa Bar to Lemon Lavender Hair shampoo.With this book, it is easy to
create soothing suds and a wide selection of perfumes, colognes and splashes that moisturize,
revitalize and aromatize skin and hair.
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The publication was well-layed out and easy to understand. I read this entire publication in
one evening!An easy task to follow and fun to do! a good varity of what to make I am
constantly looking for books which will give me ideas for my soaps and other styles of
productsthis one fits the costs it has multiple types of bath items wish it had more recipes Great
addition to the homesteader's library Delivered timely, in condition described and just what I
expected. It had been so frustrating to learn. And very prettily put together. Five Stars Reserve
was in great form. This publication has some very nice easy additions to the soap making
realm. I purchased the book generally for the soaps but finished up enjoying the perfume
section a lot more. I produced my first Rose Drinking water (eau de toilette) batch last weekend
pursuing her easy directions. I have since found other quality recipes on the Internet, but have
discovered Catherine's recipe to become one of best dishes for Rose Drinking water!She even
lets you know where one can purchase your items and the ones difficult to find (which weren't
many--like the fundamental natural oils) items with the web addresses as resources. fun book
Very easy to learn. Might be a bit confusing to somebody who knows nothing at all of
soapmaking but I love it. Four Stars Happy with my purchase I bought this book as something
special for an Amish .. Great ideas and photos. I bought this book as a gift for an Amish
friend.She is utilizing the book and is very enthusiastic. Excellent Book Great beginners book
and worth obtaining if you are into more of the old fashion method of doing things. Strongly
suggested. helpful I came across this book to end up being the most concise brief review of
building soap I've ever found. Catherine explains everything in simple, easy-to-understand
words a newbie can follow devoid of any help.If you're a beginner or just curious about
starting or dabbling in soap/perfume making, I'd definitely recommend scanning this book FIRST!
Love the book Offers great detailed information about soap, and other ways to make natural
items and gifts..Happy with my purchase. Fast ship! Its funny, but this is my bible now for dealing
with perfumes. Neat concepts. I purchased another publication on soap/liquid making and the
other writer explained everything in the chemical substance names!She also includes wonderful
recipes. Materials is old but contains some recipes for basic rinses, etc. Five Stars I purchased
this as a gift for a crafty friend, thanks.Many of the soap elements are found best in your
kitchen except for the Lye, which she tells you that you can purchase the Lye at your
neighborhood hardware store, like Home Depot.
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